
About
OES Scoreboards

In 1994, OES leveraged its controls experience and applied the same mission-critical design 
methodologies to developing its first LED scoreboard. Since then, OES has expanded their 
scoreboard product series and become a premier scoreboard product and solution provider. 
OES’s scoring and timing technology products have been enthusiastically adopted by all major 
sports leagues in North America. OES Scoreboards is now a well-recognized brand in the North 
American market, second-to-none for performance and reliability. It’s one of a select few 
scoreboard companies approved for scoring and timing by the NBA, NHL, CFL, NFL, MLS, and 
MLB. Further expansion introduced OES Scoreboards into core North American high school and 
college markets, as well as the international market. OES is a neutral supplier that also works 
closely and collaboratively with strategic partners to provide industry-leading solutions. From 
organized sports at elementary and secondary schools, to municipal recreation centers and 
arenas, to competitive play at the college, university, and professional level – we cater to a wide 
array of customer needs. OES designs top-quality products that can be integrated into a broad 
range of applications. 40+ years’ experience in mission-critical applications, a passion for sports, 
a talented and complete in-house engineering team, state of the art manufacturing facilities and 
equip-ment, plus a culture committed to complete customer satisfaction – that’s

     .... the OES advantage! 



Features of OES Scoreboards
Scoreboards
Whether it’s a custom, compact, portable scoreboard or a large scoreboard with room 
for player, inning, game information, sponsor ads and decorative arches; we offer 
models for every play level and facility size. With brighter LEDs, custom design options, 
superior weather-proofing and durable components, our scoreboards are built to last.

Videoboards
The captivating viewing experience of an OES LED video display draws everyone 
watching into the action moment by moment. Use your large message display as an all 
in one scoreboard, or pair it with a traditional scoreboard. With different display zones, 
showcase everything you could want on one scoreboard from stats, team spirit or 
replays. Bring the community closer together by showcasing local business ads to 
thousands of fans in attendance.

ColorCast & ColorCast Pro
Most competitors can only do red, amber & white. With ColorCast you have the choice 
of 15 LED colors to choice from. But with ColorCast Pro you have the ability to change 
colors on demand. Make your fans & players game experience unique to your school 
or team while having dynamic game updates for scoring changes, or even critical time 
awareness all with an app on your phone. 

Scoring Tables
OES LED scoring tables are a great addition to the sidelines. With stunning clarity and 
exceptional durability they offer a dynamic and modern way to  display game stats, 
energize the crowd and generate revenue through advertising. Choose from 6’, 8’ or 
10’ scoring table options or connect multiple tables together for longer, seamless table 
lengths.

Accessories
Track game day information with ease. Shots, pitches, time of day and game time can 
be easily tracked and displayed on our vivid display clocks. Add options for decorative 
arch trusses, LED message centers, customized colors and electronic team names to 
complete that pro venue feeling.

Bolt & Bolt Live
When you get a videoboard you want to make the most of your investment. Sponsor 
ads, fan engagement, or replays from the game, our fully featured control board for a 
reasonable price makes it easy to train operators and use. With a virtual scoreboard it 
can be fully customized using BoltLive!

Surface Mount LEDS & Protection
With our surface mounted LEDs it allows for not only brighter but more clarity and 
expanded viewing angle for all fans. With this innovative technology it is another step 
forward for OES over competitors who continute to do the same thing for decades. Our 
LED digits come with Lexan protectvie covering that eliminates protective screens or 
nets in most situations.

Controllers
No matter what sport you are running on your OES scoreboard, our controller has the 
ability to support multiple sports. With our LCD screen, it contains all the game data 
that you could need. We make sure that our controllers are easy to use for voluneers to 
run with minimal training. Whether you get a wireless or hardwired controller, it will be 
the same controller with an indestructible hard plastic case to provide better protection 
when in storage


